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of field. That fiëld consists of" forces touching concentric circles and 
1 

great -.-. 
s~n '1' 

Pos t s cri p t. In the fOl'ml1la for vector fields in hype_rbolic spaces: 

Pot. X = \21 Fl ('1') d'r: + \V F
2 

('1') dl J-X J-X 
kn kil 

nothing for the moment results from the deductîon but thàt to '(I X 
and VI X also must be counted the contributions furnished by infi
nity. From the field property ensues, however, immediately that the 
effect of these contributions disappears in finite, so that under the 
jntegral sign we have but to read \21 X and VI X in finite .. 

For the VI at infinity pro surface-unity of the infinitely great 
sphere is < order e- r ; the potential-effect of this in finite becomes 
< order 1'e- (n-2) , X e-r = re-(1l-1)r; so the force-effect < order 
e-(1I-1) r; so the force-effect of the entire infinitely great spherical 
surf ace is infinitesimal. 

1 
And the VI at infinity pro surface-unity is < order -; it fm'

r 

1 
nishes a potential-èffect in finite < order e-(n-1)r. -, thus a force

l' 

1 
effect < order e-(II-I)r. -;-; so the force-effect, caused by the infi

r 

1 
nite, remains < order -;- . 

r 

The l'easoning does not hold for the force field of the hyperbolical 
Sp2 in the second interpretation (see under B § VIII), but it is in 
the nature of that interpretation itself that the derivatives at infinity 
are indicated as such, therefore also counted. 

Meteorology. - "On fi!lagnetic Disturbances as 1'eco1'Cled at Batavia." 
By Dr. W. VAN BEMMEL1!lN. 

(Communicated in tbe meeting of September 29, 1906). 

Some months ago Mr. MAUNDER of the Greenwich-Observatory 
addressed a request to the Batavia Observatory to provide him with 
a list of magnetic storms recorded at Batavia with a view of testing 
his re!3l1lts as to the influence of the synodic rotation of the sun to 
the OCCl1l'l'ence of disLurbances. 

Mr. MAUNDER cOllcll1des from an inspection of the distul'bances, 
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reeorded at Gl'eenwieh (and also at 'foronto) that they show a 
tendency to recUl' aftel' a 'synodic rotation of the Bun and that some
times even two and more returns OCCUl'. Ris ronclusî.on is: 

"Our magnetic distUl'banc~s have their orib'in in the sun. The solar 
"action whieh gives rise to them does not act ~quany in all directions, 
"but a]ong narrow, weIl defined streams, not necessarily truly radial. 
"These streams arise from acth'e areas of limited e~tent. These active 
"al'eas are not only the source of our magnetic disturbances, but 
"are also the seats of the formation of sun-spots." 

As soon as I could find the necessary leisure I prepared a list for 
the period 1880-1899, containing 1149 disturbanees and immediately 
aftel' made some statistical calculations based on them. 

A discussion of such statistical results is always better made by 
the author of the list, than by another person for whom it is impos
sibie to consult the original sheets. 

Though intending fa publish the list, statistics and some repro
ductions in fuIl, I wish to give a preliminary account of my results, 
because these questions are now of actual importance. 

Rules followed in pre paring the list. 

An exact definition of what is - understood by the expression 
"magnetic storm" has never been given; certain features however 
are characteristic to it, viz,: 

1, The sudden eommencement. 
2. The posttul'bation. 
3. The increased agitation. 
Ooncel'ning the second, which 1 called the posttUl'bation 1), the 

weIl known fact may be remal'ked, that dlH.·ing· a storm the mean 
level of the components of the force changes, till a maximum digl'es
sion is reached, and afterwards returns slowIy to its aId value. 

In 1895 I called attention to tbis phenomenon and investigated 
its distribution over the earth. 

This research enabled me to give the following descl'iption of the 
postturbation. .-

DU1'ing a rnagnetic st01'rn a j01'ce appea1's contl'a1'y to the ea1'tlt' s 
ol'dinary rnagnetic f01'ce, with tMs clijference, tltat its horizontal corn
ponent is di1'ected along tlle rnel'idians of the 1'egular pa?'t of the 
eal'th' s rnagnetis'IJ/., conseqttently not pointing to the magne#c pole, but 
fo the rnean rnagnetic atcis of the eaJ'tA. 

1) Cf. Meteorologische Zeitschdft 1895, p. 321. Terrestrisch Magnetisme I p. 95, 
H 115, V 123, VIII 153. 

18* 
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, In aecordance with this description, during the earliel' part of a 
storm the horizontal forre diminishes, the vertical force increases, 
and dUl'ing the latter part these forces r~sume slowly their original 
values. The characteristic features sub 1 and 2 elther do not neces
sarily attend eyery storm, or if so, they do not show themselves 
clearly enough to enable us to decide definitely whether a succes sion 
of waves in a curve must be considered as a storm or not. 

On the contrary the increased agitation is an essential feature 
and has therefore been adopted by me as a criterion. 

Unfortunately it is impossible to establish the lowest level above 
which the never absent agitation may be called a storm, because 
the agitation is not only determined by the amplitude of the waves, 
but also by their steepness and frequency. 

To eliminate as much as possible the bad consequences which 
necessarily attend a personal judgment, the list has been prepared: 

1. by one person; 
2. in as short a time as possible; 

3. from the aspect of the CUl'ves for one component only (in 
casu the horizontal intensity, which in Batavia is most liable 
to di&turbance); J 

4. for a period with nearly constant scale-value of the curves 
(1 mmo = ± 0,00005 a.G.s.); 

For each storm has been noted: 

1. the hour of commeneement; 

2. " 
" expiration ; 

3. " " "maximum; 
4. the intensity. 

Mr. MAUNDER eaUs a storm with a sudden start an S-storm; 
analogously I will eaU oue with a gradual beginning aG-storm. 
In the case of a sudden impulse the time of beginning is given to 
the tenth of an hOl1r; in that of gradual increase of agitation only 
by entil'e hours. -

The hour of beginning of a G-storm is not easy to fix. I have 
chosen for it the time of the very beginning of the increased agita
tion, and not the moment in which the agitation begins to show an 
unmistakable disturbance character. 

Afterwards it became clear I had shown a decided pl'eference for 
the even hours, which may be accounted for by thc fact that only 
the even hOl U'S al'e marked on the diagl'ams. 

To eliminate this discordance I have added the nllmbel's of G-stOl'ffiS 
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commencing at the odd hours for one half to the preceding and fOl' 
the other half to the following hour. 

Becanse a storm as a l'ule expires gradual1y, it is of ten impossible 
to give the exact moment it is past. If doubtful I have always taken 
the longest time for its dUl'ation; hen ce many days following a great 
storm are l'eckoned as being distul'bed, which othel'wise would have 
passed as undisturbed. 

For tbe time of the max.imum I have taken the moment ofmaxi
mum agitation, which does not atways correspond with the hom 
of maximum postturbation. _ 

I believe the hour at which the mean H-force l'eaches its lowest 
level is a better time-measure for the storm-maximnm, but to determine 
iL a large amount of measuring and calculating is l'equired, the 
change in level being of ten entirely hidden by the ordinary solar
diurnal variation. 

The intensity of the storm has been given aftel' a_ scale of four 
degrees: 1 = small; 2 = moderate; 3 = active; 4 = very active. 

It is not possihle to give a definition of this scale of intensity in 
words, the reproduction of typical cases ,!ould be required for this. 

, 
Hourly distl'ibution of the beginning of st01'1ns. 

It is a known fact, that the starting impulse is felt simultaneonsly 
all over the earth. The Greenwich and Batavia lists fUl'nished me 
with 53 rases of COl'responding impulses, which, if the simultaneity 
is perfect, must enable us to derive the difference in longitude of 
the two observatories. 

I find in 6 

True difference 7h7m19s• 

" 19 
,,28 

cases 7h12m 

" 7 0 
" 7 6 

It it very l'emarkable indeed to derive so large a difference of 
longitude with an error of 4 seconds only, from 53 cases measul'ed 
l'oughly to 0.1- hou!'. 

The simultaneity should involve an equal hourly distribution if 
every S-impulse were felt over the whole earth. A.s this is not the 
case, which is proved by the lists of Greenwich and Bataviä; if is 
easy to understand that the Batavia-impulses show indeed an unequal 
hourly distribution. We find them more frequent at 6h "and 101

) a. m. 
and 711 p. m. -
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Hourly distribution of S-impulses. 

, Numbérl NumbE'r . Hour 
in % I llour 

in % 
11 

noon 
o a. m. 4.1 12 4.7 

1 2.5 13 5.0 

\ 2 3.0 14 3.3 

3 2.2 15 3.9 

4 4 1 16 4.4 

5 3.9 17 3.6 

Û 6.3 18 4.1 = 
7 4.5 19 5.5 

/ -
8 5.1 20 3.6 

9 5.8 21 3.9 

10 6.1 22 3.6 = 
11 5.0 23 3.3 

This same distriblltion we Hnd again in the case of the G-storms, 
but rnuch more pronollUced; a principal maximum at about 8h a. m., 
and a secondary one fit 6h p. m. 

Accordingly the hour of commencement of the G-disturbances is 
dependent upon the position of the station wHh respect to the suns 
and it seems, that the homs most appropriate for the development 
of a G-disturbance also favour the development of an S-impulse. 

Hourly distribution of the commencement of G-storms (in 0/0)' 

noon 
____ H_ou_r ___ J~ 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

Intensity: 

» 

1 

2 

6.0 6.0 5.1 6.7 18.7 17.9 7.4 4.7 6.0 8.0 6.5 7.1 . 
4.5 4.9 4.2 5.7 20.8 16.4 7.3 5.6 5.4 9.2 8.4 7.6 

-» 3 and 4 7.1 3.5 4.3 7.5 18.5 13.4 3.9 5.5 5.1 9.1 11.8 10.2 

All I 5.4 5.1 4.6 6.3 19.7 16.5 6.8 5.2 5.6 ~ 8.3 7.8 
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Hourly distribrution of the maximum (in 0/0). 

I noon 
Hour 

I 
0 2 4 6' 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 

\ 

lntensity 1 111.5 6 7 5.51.84.712.812.6 5.3 6.1 6.1 10.9 16.2 - -W » 2 ,1û.9 9.1 5.9 1.21.4 7.3 7.63.9 7.6 10.813.5 15.2 
S 

3 and 4111.2 
--.... 

0 < » 4.0 2.4 1.60.8 4.0 7.26.812.013.617.219.2 .... 

I All 

rIJ -- == I 
Cl.>. 

I 
4.9 1.5 2.4 8.6 9248 7.8 9.713316.3 14.1 7.4 -- == 

Intensily 1 12.316 710.9 5.8 4.3 13.8 -- 5 8 2.9 2.9 5.1 10.1 9.4 

= ui » 2 11.3 7.7 3.6 5.6 3.3 8.5 11.3 8.5 6.1 5.214.114.9 
S - -.... 
0 » 3 and 4 12.2 9.3 5.8 3.2 3.5 7.7 9.0 6.4 8.0 7.710.317.0 
1ij -rJ, -

All 111.910.2 6 0 4.6 3.6 9.2 9 2 6.5 6 3 6.3 11.6 14.8 - - ==' 
These hourly numbers show for each intensity, and for both kinds 

of storms the same, strongly marked distribution over the hours of 
the day. 

Thus the development of agitation dnring a storm is dependent 
O~l the position of the sun relatively to the station in a mannel' 
whi.ch is the same for S- and G-storm5. 

The period has a principal maximum at 10h p. m. and a secondary 
one at noon; and being compared to the dillrnal periodicity of the 
commencement of G-storms, it is evident, that: On tlle ltOurs when 
the chance for a rnaximwn-agitation begins to incl'ease, we rnay expect 
rnost stor'111S to take a start. 

Rence we may come to the following supposition. 
Tlle susceptibility of the earth' s magnetic field to rnagnetic agitation 

is liable to a clill1'nal ancl semicli'Llmal pe1'ioclicity. -VVllateve1' rnay be 
the ol'igin of tlle inC1'ease of agitation, sudclen or gmcl'Llal, tllis pel'iod
icity 1'emains tlze same. 

This was the same thing, that was revealed to me by the inspec
tion of the hundreds of curve~ in prepal'ing the list. 

The agitation rises at about 811 a. m. aftel' some homs of great 
calm and reaches a maximum at about noon. A second period of 
calm, less quiet however than in the early morning, is l'eached in 
the afternoon, and a second rise follows till a maximum is attained 
shortly before midnight. 

... 
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The day-waves however are smaller and shorter, the night-waves 
larger and longer alld also more regular in shape. These regular 
night-waves are often restricted to one _ large wave, very suitable 
fol' the study of these waves . 

Hour)y distribution of the end of the storm. 

Number I Number 
Hour Hour 

of cases \ of cases 

o a. m. 163 12 66 -
2 172 14 60 

4 204 16 43 
= 6 140 18 50 

8 60 20 46 

10 36 22 49 

Quite in agreement with the above mentioned conclusions, the 
curve representing the dinrnal periodicity of the final-hour is nearly 
the reverse of that for the maximum. 

Evidently the hoU!' 0 (the end of the day) has been strongly 
favoured. 

Resuming we may according to the Batavia distul'bance-record 
draw the following conelusions: 

1st• the origin of S-storms is cosmical; 
2nd • the origin of G-stm'ms rnay be also cosmical, but the eom

mencement is dependent on tlw loeal lwur}' 
Sld. the development of all storms, coneerning the agitation, is in 

the same wa,!! dependent on the loeal lwu1'. 

Sto1'ms and sunspots. 

Iu the following table the year bas been reckoned from Apri11s 

till April 1st of the following year, with the exception of 1882, the 
diagrams for the months Dec. '82, Jan.-March '83 missing. For 
1880-'83 the yearly numbers have been increased in pl'oportion 
to the number of missing record days. 
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Numbers in oio' 

Intensity 

Sunspot 
Year 1 2 3and4 All 

number 

S 
I 

G S 
I 

G S 
I 

G S 
I 

G 

1880/81 37.5 2.7 4.2 1.5 6.6 1.2 2.3 1.6 5.1 

81/82 56.9 1.4 6.7 0.0 5.9 1.2 2.3 0.8 5.6 

82 70.8 1.4 2.8 5.3 6.6 130 6.1 7.9 5.2 
-

83/84 68.8 6.8 7.8 7.5 5.4 6 9 5.3 7.1 6.2 

84/85 59.5 2.7 4.e 9.8 6.4 0.3 6.1 8.2 5.7 

85/86 45.7 4.1 1.4 9.8 4.1 10.6 6.9 9.0 3.6 

86/87 19.6 0.0 1.1 2.3 5.9 1.9 7.6 1.6 4.5 

87/88 11.6 2.7 7.8 3.0 4.3 3.7 4.6 3.3 5.6 

88/89 6.4 5.4 5.7 4.5 4.1 2.5 3.1 3.8 4.5 

89190 5.9 10.8 4.9 5.3 3.3 1.2 4.6 4.6 4.1 -
90/9L 13.0 13.5 8.1 2.3 3.8 0.6 3.1 3.8 5.2 

91/92 47.4 6.8 4 6 5.3 5.1 0.0 8.4 4.7 5.5 

92/93 74.5 9.5 6.4 8.3 3.3 12.4 4.6 10.3 4.6 

93/94 85.2 9.5 6.0 9.0 3.8 11.8 5.3 10.3 4.8 -
94/95 74.2 5.4 I 4.6 8.3 7.7 3 7 6.9 5.7 6.5 

95/96 57.4 6.8 5.3 5.3 6.9 5.0 8.4 5.4 6.6 

96/1,l7 38.7 4.1 4.2 5.3 5.4 2.5 3.1 3.8 4.6 

97/98 26.5 4.1 5.3 3.0 5.4 3.7 7.6 3.5 5.7 

98/99 22.9 2.7 8.5 4.5 5.9 1.9 3.8 3.0 6.5 

From these numuel'S it appears that those for the G-storms show 
no cOl'l'espondence with the sunspot-numbers, also thnt those for the 
S-storrps show a cOl'l'espondence which is emphasised according as 
the intensity increases, and finally that the S-storms show a maximum 
when the G-storms have a minimum and the l'everse. 

This latter fact is apparently caused by the circumstance of the 
storms hiding each other, the G-stol'ms being eclipsed by the S-storms 
in a higher degl'ee during greater activity of the sun, than the S
storms by the G-storms. lndeed a simple inspection of the diagrams 
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shows that the agilation of G-storms is greater during a sunspot 
maximum, than in minimum-years. Also in maximum-years the S
storms of intensity 1, are hidden by their strongel' brothers to sueh 
an extent, that the eleven-yearly periodieity is nearly the reverse 
for them. 

Annual distribution of S- and G-storms. 
(Only the uninterrupted period April 1, 1883-April1, 18~9 

bas been eonsidered). 

Month 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

S. 

31 -
31 -
29 

24 

24 

27 

31 

29 

32 -
31 

22 

18 

Numbers 

G. 

54 

53 

60 

57 

61 

51 

61 

47 

55 

64 

58 

58 

Astrong differenee in behaviour between G- and S-storms ean be 
notieed. The G-storms bave no annual periodieity as to their frequeney, 
whereas the S-storms showastrong one. 

This points, just like the daily periodirity of commeneement, either 
to a different origin, Ol' to a ehanging tendeney of the development 
of the S-impulse during the .day and year. 

Cornparison with Greenwich-storms. 

MAUNDER derives from tbe reproduction of storms published in the 
v.olu~es of the .. Greenwich Observations a maximum at 6h p. m. and 
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from the original recol'ding-sheets on the contràl'y at 1h p. m. 'rhe 
cause of this discrepancy he finds in the manner he looked fol' the 
commencement. He writes: "the times when -the phases of diurnal 
disturbance are most strongly marked are naturally most of ten taken 
as the times of commencement."-

At Greenwirh these phases of agitation are most prominent at 
1 h p. m. and 6h p. m. 

As I assumed for the hour of beginning the first increase of 
agitation it is clear my times of beginning are on an average much 
earlier. 

Thus the difference shown by the hourly distribution of commen
cement between the Greenwich- and the Batavia-list, may be ascribed 
ehiefly to difference of interpretation. 

As appeal's from the figures given above, compared with those for 
Greenwich the annual periodicity is quite the same for both the 
northerly and the equatorial stations, which differ no less than 60 
degrees in latitude. But the Greenwich dates, quoted from a complete 
magnetic calendar, prepared by Mr. ELLIS and extending from 1848 
to 1902 give no separation of G- and S-storms. Thus it is not 
possible to decide whether at Greenwieh the G-storms lack an annual 
periodirity in their frequency. 

The irnpttlse at the start. 

The material at present at my disposal for investigating the features 
of this phenomenon in other places on earth, is very small. 

Notwithstanding ihis I may ronclude: that t!ds phenomenon is of 
g1'eat constancy in jeattwes all over the ea1,th, and consequently a 
phenornenon of great inte1'est, w/dch might teach us rnuch about the 
rnanner the S-storrns reach the ea7,th. 

Description oj its jeattwes j01' sorne places. 

Gl'eenwich. Accol'ding to the l'educed reproductions of disturbance
curves published in the volumes of the Greenwich-Observations, 
the impulse consists of a sudden movement in H, D and Z, instantly 
followed by the reversed movement, the latter being considerably 
greater. The direction of the movement is always the same. 

I have measured 30:1: cases and have found on an average : 
H.6.D LlH LlZ 
25 y W + 77 y + 39 y (1 y = 0.00001 O.G.S.). 

Batavia. The preceding impulse is missing fol' Hand ZI only for 
D it is of ten present. 

-,~ - ... - I _ ...... -- -

, 
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Here also the direction of the movement is constant. 

35 cases for the years 1891 aod '92 gave on an average for the 
> magnitude of digression HL..D=9yW; .6.H=+45y; ~Z=-16y. 
duration" " 3.5 min.; 5 min.; 12 min. 

Though the movement of Hand D are not sudden in absolute 
sense, that for Z is too gradual to justify the application of the worçl 
sudden to it. 

The repl'oductions of disturbance-curves for Potsdam and Zi Ka Wei 
also show some cases of 'the preceding impulse. At both stations the 
çlirection of the movement is remarkably constant. In the publications 
of the Oape Hoorn observations (1882/83) 1 found three cases exposing 
also a constant direction. 

'. 
Summarizing them, we have: 

I 

Station H D Z 
Potsdam + W 
Greenwich + W + 
ZiKa Wei + E 
Batavia + W 
Oape Hoorn + W "' 

Oonsequently with one exception for D and one for Z we find that : 
tlle commencing impulse of tlle S-st01"tns is tlle ?'everse of tlze vector 
oj 110stturbation, being dejlected lwwever to tlw West of it. 

Suppositions conceming the origin of disturbance. 

The hypo thesis on the existence of defined conical streams of 
electric energy, which strike the earth, thougb not quite new, has 
obtained increased plausibility by MAUNDER'S results. From the statistics 
based on the record of disturbances at Batavia it might be concluded 
that it is chiefly the S-storms that find their origin in the sudden 
encounter of the earth with such a stream. 

And as the earth is first struck at its sunset-arc, it is not impos
sible that the G-storms, which begin by preference shortly aftel' ~un
rise and have no annual periodicity in their fl'equency as the S
storms have, are only partIy caused by these encounters. 

When in the case of' the streams we admit that energy progresses 
from the sun in the form of negative electrons, we might think the 
G-storms find their origin by electl'ified particles being propagated 
by the light-pressure according to the theory set forth by Sv. ARRHENIUS. 
, Furthel' we may suppose, that when the earth has received a 
charge the fQllowing development of the storm is the same as it is 
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dependent on the local hour only. ARRHENIUS has already given an 
explanation of the nocturnal maximum. 

In recent times it has of ten been attempted to explain magnetic 
/ fluctuations by the movement of electric charge through the higher 
layers of the atmosphere. (SeHusTER, VAN BEZOLD, SCHMIDT, BIGELOW). 

The remarkable analogies which are met with in many cases 
bet ween the streamfield of atmospherical circulations and fhe fields 
of magnetic fluctuations, lead to such speculations. 

I believe it is allowed to hazard analogous speculations concerning 
the cause of the beginning of impulse and posttnrbation. 

We may suppose the streams to contain negative electrons. When 
they strike the earth the outer Jayers will be charged with negative 
electricity. These outer layers do not rotate in 24 hours, but in a 
longer time increasing with their height. 

So a countercurrent of E-W direction charged with negative 
electrons will originate, causing an increase of Hand a decrease 
of Z. The electrons, ho wever, on entering the magnetic field of the 
earth, will follow the lines of force towards the magnetic south pole 
(the positive pole). The movement of negative electrons along the 
lines of force has been fairly weU pl'oved, as is weIl known, by the 
aurorarays. 

By this movement, the current of electricity will become NE-SW 
and a westerly deflecting S-impulse will be the consequence. 

The sudden charge of the extreme layers of the atmosphere with 
negative electricity, will attract the positive ions, with which the 
high layel's may be supposed to be charged, to still higher layers. 

These positive ions wiIl thus enter into a faster moving counter 
current, and a positive charged counter current will be the con se
quence. 

These ions will move along the lines of force towards the north, 
but much slower than the negati ve electrons, and therefore the 
resulting deflection of the magnetic force caused by such a + current 
v~z. a force contraI'Y to the ordinary one, will be of no appreciable 
magnitude. It is conceivable that the effect, which accordingly is in 
the same sense as the postturbation, will develop in a more graduaL 
manner than the commencing impuIse of the S-storms; moreover 
we may understand that it disappears still more gradually in prop or
tion as the negative electrons again leave the earth or are neutralised 
by positive ions. 

Only we should expect the current to follow the latitude-parallels 
and accol'dingly the vectors of posttm'bation to point to fhe true 
south and not to the southerly end of the earth's mean magnetic axis. 
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Pel'haps we may find an explanation fol' this faet in the inflllence 
no dOllbt exerted by the earth's mean magnetic field and tbe 
distribution of positive ions in the atmosphere. 

These speclliations are in deed vel'y l'Ollgh, but they have one gl'eat 
advantage, viz. to avoid the difficulty, raised by Lord KELVIN, of 
allowing an expeuditure of the sun's enel'gy causing magnetic disturb
ances, mueh too great to be itdmitted. 

OHREE (Terr. Magnet. X, p. 9) points to the faet, that also MAUNDER'S 
defined streams requil'e far too great an expenditure of enel'gy. 

According to my opinion we have only to deal with the chitrge 
received at the moment 'of the impulse, and by accepting an inter
mittent emission of the sun's energy, it is not necessary to integrate 
it over the entire time between one Ol' more returns of the streitm.1 

Part of the energy is also supplied by the rotation-energy of the 
eal'th; and it is curious to remal'k, that by sueh an influence the 
rotation of the earth would be lengthened for a minute fraction 
during a magnetic storm. 

Chemistry. "Nitration of rneta-substituted phenols". By Dr. J. J. 

BLANKSMA. (Oommunicated by Prof. HOIJLEMAN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1906). 

Some years ago 1) I pointed out that by nitration of meta-nitro
phenol and of 3-5-dinitrophenol tetra- and pentanitrophenol are formed. 
This showed th at the NO~-groups in the m-position do not prevent 
tJle further substitution of the H-atoms in the 0- and p-position by 
other groups. I have now endeavoured to increase these two cases 
bv a few more and have thel'efol'e examined the behaviour of some 
n;.-substituted phenols which contain, besides a N0 2-group in the 
m-position, a second group in the m-position, namely of 

OaHs . OH . N0 2 • (OHa,OH,OOH3,002HpOl,Br) 1 . 3 . 5. 

Of these pheno]s the 5-nitro-m-eresoI 2
) and the monomethylether 

of 5-nitroresoreinol S) were known. The still unknown phenols were 
made as follows: 
. The 5-nitroresorcinol (m.p.158°) from its above cited monomethyl

ether by heating for five hOUl'S at 1600 with (30%) HOI, or by 
reduction ?f 3-5-dinitrophenol _with ammonium sulphide to 5-nitro-

1) These P!'oc. Feb!'. 22, 1902. Rec. 21. 241. 
2) NEVILE en WINTHER Ber. 15. 2986 . 

• 3) H. VERMEULEN Rec. 25. 26. 


